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Abstract. We introduce a functional encryption scheme based on the
security of bilinear maps for the class of languages accepted by extended
automata. In such an automaton, n DFAs, each with at most q states,
are linked in a cascade such that the first DFA receives the input to the
system and a feedback symbol from the last DFA, and in each transition
the i-th DFA, i = 1, . . . , n, both performs its own transition and outputs
a symbol that acts as the input for DFA number i + 1 mod n. The
state of the whole system is an n-tuple consisting of the state of each
component DFA.
Our work extends the work of Waters (Crypto’12) by replacing a single
DFA with a cascade. Although both models accept all regular languages,
a cascade automata reduces the number of states and therefore the key
size for certain regular languages by an exponential factor. In both sys-
tems, a message m is encrypted with a word w and can be decrypted
only by a key that is associated with an automaton that accepts w.
Our scheme has key size O(nq2) and all its other efficiency measures
including the ciphertext length, encryption and decryption times are
linear in the length of w. As an example of the additional power that
a cascade provides, we show a construction of a cascade that accepts a
word in a regular language only if it is accompanied by a standard public
key signature on that word.
Our work improves on alternative approaches using functional encryp-
tion for general circuits or programs, by either being based on weaker
assumptions, i.e. bilinear maps, or by being more efficient.

Keywords: Functional encryption

1 Introduction

Functional Encryption (FE) has emerged as a major generalization of traditional
public key encryption. FE schemes enable a holder of a secret key to obtain a
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function of the plaintext and key as opposed to to either fully decrypting the
plaintext or not learning any information on it.

One of the main directions of research on functional encryption has focused
on extending the class of functions that can be used. The first notion that could
be associated with functional encryption is that of Identity Based Encryption
[18, 2, 6], in which the function is a comparison between the user’s identity and
its key. Progressing through functions expressed as formulas [17, 12] and func-
tions expressed as regular languages [19], recent breakthroughs [10, 9, 8, 11] have
enabled constructing FE schemes for general functions.

The latest constructions in this progression do not necessarily subsume some
of the earlier schemes. While they enable a richer class of functions, they some-
times rely on less established cryptographic primitives and sometimes on less
efficient constructions. As a result some of the earlier schemes are attractive for
applications in which only a limited class of functions is required.

In this work we revisit and extend the scheme of Waters [19] which achieves
FE for regular languages. More accurately, it is a functional encryption system in
which a message m is encrypted with a word w and decryption is possible if and
only only if the secret key is associated with a Deterministic Finite Automaton
(DFA) that accepts w.

We extend the work in [19] by replacing acceptance by a DFA with acceptance
by cascade automata. In this model, n DFAs are linked in a cascade such that
the first DFA receives the input to the system and a feedback input from the
last DFA, and in each transition the i-th DFA, i = 1, . . . , n both performs its
own transition and outputs a symbol that acts as the input for DFA number
i+ 1 mod n. The state of the whole system is an n-tuple consisting of the state
of each component DFA.

We are motivated in studying this question due to applications that cascade
automata enable compared to standard DFA. Specifically, we show that there
exists an efficiently sized cascade automaton that verifies standard public key
signatures. We can therefore use this model to encrypt messages given words
that are signed by different users. A user adding its signature to a word w, in
a sense accepting that word, can allow any other user that has the appropriate
key to decrypt, even long after the original encryption.

Alternatives to our approach are possible using constructions that achieve
general functional encryption. However, these works either rely on stronger as-
sumptions than the bilinear maps we use such as variations of multi linear maps
[7, 9, 8] or use additional primitives such as fully homomorphic encryption [10,
8], which implies much larger keys and longer encryption time compared to our
solution.

Gorbunov et al. [11] present a novel scheme for attribute based encryption for
circuits under the learning with errors assumption [16]. In their scheme, the noise
grows exponentially with the depth of the circuit and the key size is linear in the
size of the circuit. It is well known that every regular language is computable
by NC1 circuits of linear size. Thus, even though the noise grows exponentially
with the depth of the circuit, their scheme can be used for our purposes. However
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the size of a secret key in Gorbunov et al. [11] construction is linear in the size
of the circuit, i.e. in our terms the length of a word w, while our scheme has key
size which is proportional to the representation size of the cascade automaton
accepting the language.

In [3], Boneh et al. construct a scheme for arithmetic circuit ABE with secret
keys of size O(d) where d is the depth of the circuit. Even though this result is
better than previous constructions, the depth of circuit for inputs of length |w|
is O(log |w|) since the fan-in of each gate in the circuit is fixed. In our case the
length of w is arbitrary which leads to secret keys of arbitrary sizes. Moreover,
the size of the public-key in their construction is proportional to |w|, which leads
to a restriction of the public index space (the word w in our setting). In contrast,
in our construction it has constant size.

Contributions. Our contribution is twofold. First, we show the first FE scheme
for cascade automata that is (selectively) secure based on a (generic) q-type
assumption on bilinear maps. The public parameters in our scheme are of size
O(1). A secret key associated with a cascade automata that is comprised of n
DFAs, each with at most q states, has size O(nq2). Encrypting a message to a
word w of length ` requires O(`) group operations and produces a ciphertext of
length O(`) and decrypting such a message requires O(n`) group operations.

Our second contribution shows the utility of cascade automata by describ-
ing an efficient construction of cascade automata that embeds a public key for
standard public key signature algorithms such as Rabin or RSA and reaches an
accepting state given a string w, s(w) if and only if s(w) is a valid signature on
w.
Organization. In Section 2 we provide definitions and notation. Section 3 de-
scribes the main construction of a functional encryption scheme for cascade
automata and states its security. Security proof is in section 4 and section 5
includes the construction of a cascade automaton that verifies signatures.

2 Definitions and Notations

2.1 Finite Automata

A standard Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) has a set of states, Q, an
input alphabet, Σ and a transition function and a transition function We use
Mealy’s formalism [13] for an extension of a DFA in which each transition out-
puts a symbol which we call MMA. We then define a Cascaded Mealy Machine
based Automata, which is a sequence of Mealy machines in which the output of
every MMA is the input to the next MMA in the sequence. We call this sequence
a CMMA. At last we define an Expanded Cascaded Mealy Machine based Au-
tomata, which we denote by ECMMA, which supports loops and feedback input.

Notation 1 Let [1, n] denote the set {1, . . . , n} for n ∈ N. In state diagrams for
finite automata we use Mealy machine state diagram conventions; each edge is
labeled with j|k where j is the input and k is the output.
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q q′
j|k

Fig. 1. Each edge is labeled with j|k where j is the input and k is the output

Definition 1. A Mealy Machine based Automata (MMA) A = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F )
is a 5-tuple in which Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite set of symbols called
the input and output alphabet and δ : Q×Σ → Q×Σ is a transition and output
function. The distinguished state q0 ∈ Q is called the start state and F ⊆ Q is a
set of accepting states. We say that a A accepts a string w = (w1, . . . , w`) ∈ Σ∗
if there exists a sequence of states r0, . . . , r` ∈ Q s.t.

1. r0 = q0.
2. δ(ri, wi) = (ri+1, ϕi), for i ∈ [0, `− 1].
3. r` ∈ F .

Notation 2 Given an MMA A = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F ) we say that TA is the set

of transitions of A and define it by TA
4
= {t = (x, y, σ, ϕ)|x, y ∈ Q, σ, ϕ ∈

Σ, δ(x, σ) = (y, ϕ)}.

In the following definition of CMMA, the set of states, the subset of accepting
states and the initial states are all Cartesian products of the appropriate states
in the component MMAs. The transition function links the input and output of
the MMAs.

Definition 2. A Cascade Mealy Machine based Automata (CMMA), CA, over
a sequence of n MMAs A1, . . . , An s.t. (Aj = (Qj , Σ, δj , q0j , Fj)) is a 5-tuple
(Q,Σ, δ, q0, F ) in which Q = Q1 × . . .×Qn, Σ is the input and output alphabet
of all component MMAs and the transition (and output) function δ : Q × Σ →
Q × Σ is defined by δ(x, σ) = (y, ϕn) where x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Q, σ ∈ Σ,
y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ Q and ϕn ∈ Σ, such that

σ1 = σ and δi(xi, σi) = (yi, ϕi) where ϕi = σi+1,

for every i ∈ [1, n− 1]. The distinguished start state is q0 = q01, . . . , q0n and the
set of accepting states is F = F1×, . . . ,×Fn. We say that a ECMMA CA accepts
a string w = (w1, . . . , w`) ∈ Σ∗ if there exists a sequence of states r0, . . . , r` ∈ Q
s.t.

1. r0 = q0.
2. δ(ri, wi) = (ri+1, ϕi), for i ∈ [0, `− 1].
3. r` ∈ F .

Fig 2 illustrates the i’th transition of a CMMA.
Let CA be a CMMA over the sequence (A1, . . . , An) of MMAs. A natural

implementation using the representation of CA as n MMAs leads to storage that
is the sum of the storage requirements for every Aj , j ∈ [1, n]. However, each
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qi1A1 automaton: qi+11

ECMMA input σ=σi1|ϕi1

qijAj automaton: qi+1j

σij |ϕij

qij+1Aj+1 automaton: qi+1j+1

σij+1 = ϕij |ϕij+1

qinAn automaton: qi+1n

σin|ϕin

...

...

Fig. 2. Outputs of Aj are inputs of Aj+1.

transition in CA requires n MMA transitions, one in each component. A different
approach is to explicitly represent Q as Πn

j=1|Qj |. In such an implementation,
each transition requires O(1) time but the required storage is exponential in n.

The following definition of ECMMA expands the CMMA definition so it
supports loops and feedback input. The transition function links the input and
output of the MMAs. In addition, he transition function of the first MMA takes
into consideration the output of the last MMA (feedback).

Definition 3. An Expanded Cascade Mealy Machine based Automata
(ECMMA), ECA, over a sequence of n MMAs A1, . . . , An s.t. A1 = (Q1, Σ ×
Σ, δ1, q01, F1), ∀j > 1 Aj = (Qj , Σ, δj , q0j , Fj)) is a 5-tuple (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F ) in
which Q = Q1 × . . . × Qn, Σ × Σ is the input alphabet for the first component
MMA, Σ is the output alphabet for the first component MMA and the input and
output alphabet of all other component MMAs and the transition (and output)
function δ : Q × Σ × Σ → Q × Σ is defined by δ(x, σ, σ′) = (y, ϕn) where
x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Q, σ, σ′ ∈ Σ, y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ Q and ϕn ∈ Σ, such that

σ1 = σ σ′1 = σ1

δ1(x1, σ1, σ
′
1) = (y1, ϕ1)

∀i ∈ [2, n] δi(xi, σi) = (yi, ϕi) where σi = ϕi−1

The distinguished start state is q0 = q01, . . . , q0n and the set of accepting states
is F = F1×, . . . ,×Fn. We say that a ECMMA ECA accepts the input w =
(w1, . . . , w`), w

′ = (w′1, . . . , w
′
`) ∈ Σ∗ × Σ∗ if there exists a sequence of states

r0, . . . , r` ∈ Q s.t.

1. r0 = q0.
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2. for i ∈ [0, `− 1] δ(ri, wi, w
′
i) = (ri+1, ϕi), s.t for i ∈ [0, `− 2] w′i+1 = ϕi.

3. r` ∈ F .

In our ECMMAs w′1 and ϕ`−1 are insignificant in the sense that at the first
transition the feedback w′1 is ignored and at the last transition the output ϕ`−1
is not used in further steps. Since ∀i > 1 w′i is defined by the transition function
we will use only w as the input for our ECMMAs.

2.2 Functional Encryption for ECMMA

In this section we define a functional Encryption scheme for languages that
areaccepted by a ECMMA. In our system, a ciphertext CT encrypts a message m
and is associated with string w of arbitrary length. A secret key SK is associated
with a ECMMA, ECA. A user is able to decrypt the ciphertext CT iff the
ECMMA, ECA, associated with the user’s private key, SK, accepts the string
w. We use the terminology of [4] to define the system. By this terminology we
devise a predicate encryption scheme with public index, since the string w is not
hidden. The system consists of four algorithms: Setup, Encrypt, KeyGen and
Decrypt described as follows:

Setup(1κ, Σ). The setup algorithm takes as input a security parameter κ and
a description of a finite alphabet Σ. The alphabet is shared across the entire
system. The algorithm outputs the public parameters PP and a master key
MSK.

Encrypt(PP,w,m). The encryption algorithm takes as input the public param-
eters PP , an arbitrary length string w ∈ Σ∗ and a message m. It outputs a
ciphertext CT .

Key Generation(MSK,ECA). The key generation algorithm takes as input the
master key MSK and a ECMMA description ECA = (A1, . . . , An). The de-
scription does not include the alphabet Σ since it is already determined by the
setup algorithm.

Decrypt(SK,CT ). The decryption algorithm takes as input a secret key SK and
ciphertext CT . The algorithm attempts to decrypt and outputs a message m if
successful. Otherwise, it outputs a special symbol ⊥.

The scheme must satisfy the following correctness and security requirements:
Correctness. For any message m, string w and ECMMA ECA s.t.
Accept(ECA,w), If Setup→ (PP,MSK), Encrypt(PP,w,m)→ CT
and KeyGen(MSK,ECA)→ SK, then Decrypt(SK,CT ) = m.

Security. We describe a game based security definition for ECMMA-Based
Functional Encryption.
setup: The challenger runs the setup algorithm, gives the public parameters,
PP to the adversary and keeps the master secret key, MSK.
Phase 1: The adversary makes a polynomial number of private key queries
for ECMMA of its choice. For any request ECA, the challenger returns SK =
KeyGen(MSK,ECA).
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Challenge: The adversary submits two equal length messages m0 and m1. In
addition, the adversary gives a challenge string w∗ such that for all ECA re-
quested in Phase 1, Reject(ECA,w∗). Then, the challenger flips a coin b ∈ {0, 1}
and computes Encrypt(PP,w∗,mb) → CT ∗. The challenge ciphertext CT ∗ is
given to the adversary.

Phase 2: Phase 1 is repeated with the restriction that for all ECA requested
Reject(ECA,w∗).

Guess: The adversary outputs a guess b′ ∈ {0, 1}.

The advantage of an adversary A in this game is defined as |Pr[b′ = b] − 1
2 |. A

ECMMA-based Functional Encryption system is secure if all PPT adversaries
have advantage less than κ−c in the above game, for any constant c > 0.

In our security proof we use a weaker security model known as selective
security. In this model we add an Init stage at the beginning of the game where
the attacker must declare upfront what the challenge string w∗ and the alphabet
Σ will be, before seeing the public parameters.

2.3 Threshold-` − BDHE Assumption

We extend Waters’ [19] decision `-Expanded Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent
problem. Our extended problem is defined as follows. Let G,GT be two groups
of prime order p > 2κ for a security parameter κ such that e : G × G → GT
is a bilinear mapping. Choose random s, a, b1, b

′, c0, . . . , c`+1, d ∈ Z∗p, a random
g ∈ G and set b = b1 + b′. Suppose an adversary is given X =

gb

g, ga, gab1/d, gab
′/d, gb1/d, gb

′/d

∀i∈[0,2`+1],i6=`+1,e∈[0,`+1] g
ais, ga

ib1s/ce

∀i∈[0,2`+1],e∈[0,`+1] g
aib′s/ce , ga

ib1d/ce , ga
ib′d/ce

∀i∈[0,`+1] g
aib1/ci , ga

ib′/ci , gci , ga
id, gab1ci/d, gab

′ci/d, gb1ci/d, gb
′ci/d

∀i,e∈[0,`+1],i6=e g
aib1ce/ci , ga

ib′ce/ci

then it must be hard to distinguish e(g, g)a
`+1bs ∈ GT from a random element

R ∈ GT .

We say that an algorithm B that outputs z ∈ {0, 1} has advantage ε in
solving the threshold- `−BDHE problem in G if∣∣∣Pr[B(X,T = e(g, g)a

`+1bs) = 1
]
− Pr

[
B(X,T = R) = 1

]∣∣∣ ≥ ε
Definition 4. We say that the Threshold `-BDHE assumption holds if no poly-
time algorithm has advantage κ−c in solving the problem for some c > 0.
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3 ECMMA-based Functional Encryption scheme
Construction

3.1 Intuition

Our scheme extends the work of Waters [19], which presented a system of func-
tional encryption for regular languages. In this system a secret key is associated
with a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) A. A ciphertext CT encrypts a
message m and is associated with an arbitrary length string w. A user is able to
decrypt the ciphertext CT if and only if the DFA A associated with his private
key accepts the string w.

As we showed in section 2, an ECMMA ECA over a sequence (A1, . . . , An)
of MMAs can be implemented as an MMA A′ by defining the set of states of A′

as the product of the states of Aj ∀j ∈ [1, n] and explicitly storing each such
state. Theoretically this makes it possible to apply functional encryption using
Waters’ scheme on every ECMMA by converting it to an MMA and ignoring the
output (which leaves us with a DFA). However, the algorithms in [19] depend on
the size of the DFA which in this case grows exponentially with each n resulting
in an infeasible scheme.

A different approach would be to use Waters’ system for each of the MMAs
Aj independently. In this scheme, the encryption algorithm divides m into n
shares. Each share is associated with an MMA. By applying Waters’ system on
each MMA separately, the decryption algorithm retrieve the shares and recon-
structs m. However, with this approach, during the decryption algorithm, it is
impossible to assert that the outputs of Aj are indeed the inputs for Aj+1. There-
fore, an attacker who has two keys associated with ECA1 and ECA2 such that
ECA1 includes A1, . . . , Aj and ECA2 includes Aj+1, . . . , An is able to decrypt
a message, even though the word w is not accepted by either of its ECMMAs.

In Waters’ system, when encrypting a ciphertext for a string w of ` symbols,
the encrypting algorithm chooses ` + 1 random exponents s0, s1, . . . , s` ∈ Zp
where p is the order of the group. A private key associated with an automaton
A = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F ) has |Q| random group elements, D0, . . . , D|Q|−1, from a
bilinear group G, where Dx is associated with state qx. Suppose a decryption
algorithm is applied to decrypt a ciphertext associated with string w with a secret
key SK for automaton A. Throughout the process of decryption the algorithm
can only compute e(g,Dx)si if A is in state qx after reading i symbols of w. We
can think of this as chaining between the state qx that A lands on after reading
i symbols of w and the computed value e(g,Dx)si .

In our solution we add another level of chaining: the assertion that the out-
puts of Aj are used as the inputs of Aj+1 for each MMA. In each transition of
the MMA Aj+1 with input of ϕ we use a random value R′ to blind the value
e(g,Dx)si by computing R′ · e(g,Dx)si . In each transition of the MMA Aj with
output of ϕ we blind the e(g,Dx)si value by computing (R′)−1 · e(g,Dx)si . Val-
ues corresponding to inputs are reciprocals of values corresponding to outputs.
Hence, multiplying decrypted values from consecutive MMAs will get rid of these
blinding values iff the output-input property is satisfied.
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Efficiency. We now give an overview of the time / space complexity of
our scheme. Given a message m, string w, and ECMMA ECA such that Ac-
cept(ECA,w). If Encrypt(PP,w,m) → CT and KeyGen(MSK,CA) → SK
where PP,MSK were generated from a call to Setup algorithm, where |w| is
the length of the string associated with the cypher-text, |Fj | is the number of
accept states of the j′th MMA, Aj , |Tj | is the number of transitions (x, y, σ, ϕ)
in Aj and |T ′j | is the number of transitions in Aj+1 (x′, y′, σ′, ϕ′) s.t ϕ = σ′.
The public parameters contain 6 + |Σ| group elements . The cypher-text con-
tains 5 + 3|w| group elements. The encryption operation requires takes 5 + 4|w|
exponentiations. A private key contains

n∑
j=1

[2 + 2|Fj | + |Tj | ∗ (2 + |T ′j |)] group

elements. A successful decryption itself requires n ∗ (4 + 3|w|) bilinear pairing
operations.

3.2 Algorithms

Setup(1κ, n,Σ). The setup algorithm takes as input the security parameter κ,
the number of automata, n and alphabet Σ. It first chooses a prime p > 2κ

and creates a bilinear group G of prime order p. It then chooses random group
elements g ∈ G and for every j ∈ [1, n] it chooses randomly and independently
hstartj , hendj , zj , Hj ∈ G. In addition, for every σ ∈ Σ it chooses random hσ ∈ G.
Finally, an exponent α ∈ Zp is randomly chosen. The public parameters PP are
the description of the group G and the alphabet Σ along with : e(g, g)α, g, ∀j ∈
[1, n] hstartj , hendj , zj , Hj ,∀σ∈Σ hσ. The Master Secret Key MSK is α along with
the public parameters.

Encrypt(PP,w = (w1, . . . , w`),m). The encryption algorithm takes as input the
public parameters PP, an arbitrary length string w ∈ Σ∗, and a message m ∈ G.
The encryption algorithm chooses `+ 1 random numbers s0, . . . , s` ∈ Zp.
First, it sets:

Cm = m · e(g, g)α·s`

Cstart1 = C0,1 = gs0 , ∀j ∈ [1, n] Cstart2j = (hstartj)
s0

Then, for i = 1 to ` it sets:

Ci,1 = gsi , Ci,2 = (hwi)
si(z1)si−1 , ∀j ∈ [2, n] Ci,3j = (Hj)

si(zj)
si−1

Finally, it sets:

Cend1 = C`,1 = gs` , ∀j ∈ [1, n] Cend2j = (hendj)
s`

The output ciphertext is:

CT =
(
w,Cm, Cstart1,∀j ∈ [1, n] Cstart2j ,

∀i ∈ [1, `] (Ci,1, Ci,2,∀j ∈ [2, n] Ci,3j), Cend1,∀j ∈ [1, n] Cend2j

)
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KeyGen(MSK,ECA = (A1, . . . , An)). The key generation algorithm takes as
input the master secret key and the description of a ECMMA, ECA. For each
MMA Aj ∈ ECA the description of Aj includes a set Qj of states q0j , . . . ,
q|Qj |−1j and a set of transitions Tj where each transition tj ∈ Tj is a 4-tuple

(xj , yj , σ, ϕ) ∈ Qj ×Qj ×Σ×Σ. In addition, q0j is designated as a unique start
state and Fj ⊆ Qj is the set of accept states. For each MMA Aj the algorithm:

1. Chooses a random element rstartj ∈ Zp, |Qj | random group elements
D0j , . . . , D|Qj |−1j ∈ G where Dij is associated with the state qij and random

elements rtj ∈ Zp and Rtj ∈ G for every tj = (xj , yj , σ, ϕ) ∈ Tj . Then, it
sets:

j = 1 Kstart11 = {D01(hstart1)rstart1Rt1|∀t1 = (x1, y1, σ, ϕ) where x1 = q01}
∀j ∈ [2, n] Kstart1j = D0j(hstartj)

rstartj

∀j Kstart2j = grstartj

2. For every tj = (xj , yj , σ, ϕ) ∈ Tj the algorithm sets Ktj ,1,Ktj ,2,Ktjt′ . Let
T ′j+1 denote the set of all transitions in Aj+1 that can be initiated by the
transition tj in Aj in a cyclic manner. Formally, ∀j ∈ [1, n−1] T ′j+1 = {tj+1 =
(xj+1, yj+1, σ

′, ϕ′) ∈ Tj+1|ϕ = σ′}, for j = n T ′j+1 = {t1 = (x1, y1, σ
′, ϕ′) ∈

T1|ϕ = σ′}. The second element, Ktj ,2, is set in the same way for all MMAs,
A1, . . . , An:

Ktj ,2 = grtj

The first element, Ktj ,1, has two different versions, one for A1 and a second
one for A2, . . . , An:

j = 1 Kt1,1 = (Dx1)
−1
z1
rt1Rt1

−1

∀j ∈ [2, n] Ktj ,1 = (Dxj)
−1
zj
rtj

The third element, Ktjt′ , also has two different versions, one for A1 and a
second one for A2, . . . , An. KeyGen computes Ktjt′ as follows:

j = 1 Kt1t′ = {Dy1(hσ)rt1Rt2|∀t2 ∈ T ′2}
∀j ∈ [2, n] Ktjt′ = {Dyj(Hj)

rtjRtj
−1Rtj+1|∀tj+1 ∈ T ′j+1}

3. The algorithm chooses n− 1 random exponents αj ∈ Zp for j = 1, . . . , n− 1

and sets αn = α−
n−1∑
u=1

αu. Then the algorithm chooses random rendx j ∈ Zp,

for all j = 1, . . . , n and all qxj ∈ Fj .

Finally, ∀qxj ∈ Fj the algorithm sets:

∀j ∈ [1, n− 1] Kendx,1j = g−αj ·Dxj(hendj)
rendxj

j = n Kendx,1n = {g−αn ·Dxn(hendn)rendxnRt
−1
1 |∀t1 ∈ T ′n+1

for each tn = (xn, yn, σ, ϕ) where yn = qxn}
∀j Kendx,2j = grendxj
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The output secret key is:

SK =
(
ECA, ∀j ∈ [1, n]

[
Kstart1j ,Kstart2j ,∀tj ∈ Tj (Ktj ,1,Ktj ,2,Ktjt′),

∀qxj ∈ Fj (Kendx,1j ,Kendx,2j)
])

Decrypt(SK,CT ). Let SK = KeyGen(MSK,ECA) for some ECMMA, ECA,
such that Accept(ECA,w) and let CT = Encrypt(PP,w,m). Then, for every
Aj and for all i = 1, . . . , ` there exists a sequence of `+1 states r0j , . . . , r`j ∈ Qj ,
r0j = q0j , and ` transitions t1j , . . . , t`j ∈ Tj such that tij = (rij , ri+1j , wij ,
wij+1) ∈ Tj where wi1 = wi, the outputs of the last MMA used as feedback for
the first MMA and r`j ∈ Fj .

1. Let K ′start11 be the single element from Kstart11 which corresponds to the
transition t11. The algorithm first computes:

B01 = e(Cstart1,K
′
start11) · e(Cstart21,Kstart21)−1 = e(g,D01)s0e(g,Rt11)s0

∀j ∈ [2, n] B0j = e(Cstart1,Kstart1j) · e(Cstart2j ,Kstart2j)
−1 = e(g,D0j)

s0

2. Then, for i = 1 to ` the algorithm iteratively computes:
(a) Let Kti j be the single element from Ktjt′ where t = tij and t′ = tij+1.
(b) For the first MMA A1:

Bi1 = Bi−11 · e(C(i−1),1,Kti,11) · e(Ci,2,Kti,21)−1 · e(Ci,1,Kti1)

(c) For all other MMAs A2, . . . , An:

Bij = Bi−1j · e(C(i−1),1,Kti,1j) · e(Ci,3j ,Kti,2j)
−1 · e(Ci,1,Kti j)

3. Then, the algorithm computes:

B` =

n∏
j=1

B`j = e(g,Rt`1)s`
n∏
j=1

e(g,Dr` j)
s`

4. Let K ′endx,1n be the single element from Kendx,1n which corresponds to the
transition t`n. Finally, the algorithm computes:

Bend = B` · e(Cend1,K ′endx,1n)−1 · e(Cend2n,Kendx,2n) ·
n∏
j=2

[
e(Cend1,Kendx,1j)

−1 · e(Cend2j ,Kendx,2j)
]

= e(g, g)αs`

Which can be used to retrieve the message m from Cm.

Lemma 1. Let m ∈ Zp, w ∈ {0, 1}∗, ECA be a ECMMA with n MMAs such that
Accept(ECA,w) and let κ ∈ N be a security parameter. If Encrypt(PP,w,m)→
CT and KeyGen(MSK,ECA)→ SK where Setup(1κ, n,Σ)→ PP,MSK then
Decrypt(SK,CT ) = m.
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Proof. Since Accept(ECA,w), for every Aj there exists a sequence of ` + 1
states r0j , . . . , r`j ∈ Qj and ` transitions t1j , . . . , t`j ∈ Tj where r0j = q0j and
for i = 0, . . . , ` − 1 we have tij = (rij , ri+1j , wij , wij+1) ∈ Tj where wi1 = wi,
the outputs of the last MMA used as feedback for the first MMA and r`j ∈ Fj .

In the first step of the algorithm, let K ′start11 be the single element from
Kstart11 which corresponds to the transition t11. We have

j = 1 B01 = e(Cstart1,K
′
start11) · e(Cstart21,Kstart21)−1

=
e(gs0 , D0j(hstartj)

rstartjRt11)

e((hstartj)
s0 , grstartj )

= e(g,D01)s0e(g,Rt11)s0

∀j ∈ [2, n] B0j = e(Cstart1,Kstart1j) · e(Cstart2j ,Kstart2j)
−1

=
e(gs0 , D0j(hstartj)

rstartj )

e((hstartj)
s0 , grstartj )

= e(g,D0j)
s0

For i = 1 to ` the first MMA in ECA receives the input w1, . . . , w`. We prove that

Bi1 = e(g,Dri1)si · e(g,Rt11
)s0e(g,Rt12

)s1 ...e(g,Rti2)
si

e(g,Rt11
)s0e(g,Rt21

)s1 ...e(g,Rti1)
si−1 by induction on i = 1, . . . , `.

The base case of the induction, i = 1 follows from the previous argument that
B01 = e(g,D01)s0e(g,Rt11)s0 : Let Kt11 be the single element from Kt1t′ where
t = t11 and t′ = t12. Since σ1 = w1, the decryption algorithm computes:

B11 = B01 · e(C(0),1,Kt1,11) · e(C1,2,Kt1,21)−1 · e(C1,1,Kt11)

= B01 · e(gs0 , (Dr01)
−1
z1
rt11Rt11

−1) ·
e(gs1 , Dr11(hσ1)rt11Rt12)

e((hw1
)s1zs0 , grt11)

= e(g,Dr11)s1 · e(g,Rt12)s1

Let Kti1 be the single element from Kt1t′ where t = ti1 and t′ = ti2. Assuming
that the hypothesis is satisfied for i − 1, and since σi = wi, the decryption
algorithm computes:

Bi1 = Bi−11 · e(C(i−1),1,Kti,11) · e(Ci,2,Kti,21)−1 · e(Ci,1,Kti1)

= Bi−11 · e(g
si−1 , (Dri−11

)
−1
z1
rti1Rti1

−1) ·
e(gsi , Dri1(hσi)

rti1Rti2)

e((hwi)
sizsi−1 , grti1)

= e(g,Dri1)si ·
e(g,Rt12)s1 . . . e(g,Rti2)si

e(g,Rt21)s1 . . . e(g,Rti1)si−1

The value ofBi1 includes a product of all the e(g,Rti2)si values for transitions
that were initiated in the second MMA by the outputs that the first MMA
generates. All the MMAs A2, . . . , An both receive an input from a previous MMA
and generate an output, which is used as input by the next MMA. Therefore,
we prove by induction that

Bij = e(g,Dri j)
si ·

e(g,Rt1 j+1)s1 . . . e(g,Rti j+1)si

e(g,Rt1 j)
s1 . . . e(g,Rti j)

si
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for all j = 2, . . . , n and all i = 0, . . . , `. The base case of the induction follows
from the fact that B0j = e(g,D0j)

s0 . Let Kti j be the single element from Ktjt′

where t = tij and t′ = tij+1. Assuming that hypothesis is satisfied for i− 1 the
algorithm computes:

Bij = Bi−1j · e(C(i−1),1,Kti,1j) · e(Ci,3j ,Kti,2j)
−1 · e(Ci,1,Kti,jj)

= Bi−1j · e(g
si−1 , (Dri−1 j

)
−1
zj
rti j ) ·

e(gsi , Dri j(Hj)
rti jRti j+1 ·R

−1
tij

)

e(Hj
sizjsi−1 , g

rti j )

= e(g,Dri j)
si ·

e(g,Rt1 j+1)s1 . . . e(g,Rti j+1)si

e(g,Rt1 j)
s1 . . . e(g,Rti j)

si

The algorithm sets B` =
n∏
j=1

B`j = e(g,Rt`1)s`
n∏
j=1

e(g,Dr` j)
s` . If each MMA

accepts then r`j = qxj for some qxj ∈ Fj and: B` = e(g,Rt`1)s`
n∏
j=1

e(g,Dxj)
s`

Thus, with K ′endx,1n as the single element from Kendx,1n which corresponds
to the transition t`n the algorithm computes:

Bend = B` · e(Cend1,K ′endx,1n)−1 · e(Cend2n,Kendx,2n) ·
n−1∏
j=1

[
e(Cend1,Kendx,1j)

−1 · e(Cend2j ,Kendx,2j)
]

= e(g,Rt`1)s`
n∏
j=1

[
e(g,Dxj)

s`
]
· e((hendn)s` , grendxn)

e(gs` , g−αn ·Dxn(hendn)rendxnRt`1)
·

n−1∏
j=1

e((hendj)
s` , grendxj )

e(gs` , g−αj ·Dxj(hendj)
rendxj )

=

n∏
j=1

e(g,Dxj)
s` ·

n∏
j=1

e(g,Dxj)
−s` ·

n∏
j=1

e(g, g)αjs`

= e(g, g)

n∑
j=1

αjs`
= e(g, g)αs`

as required.

4 Security

In this section we prove the security of our construction in the selective mode. We
first show that the threshold `−BDHE assumption is generic and then we show
a reduction algorithm B, that given a successful attacker A against our system,
will use it to break the threshold `∗-BDHE assumption where `∗ is the length
of w∗, the challenge ciphertext. The reduction simulates the Setup, Encryption
and Key Generation algorithms. More precisely we prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 1. Our construction is a functional encryption system for ECMMA
which is selectively secure under the generic threshold `-BDHE assumption. For
an ECMMA with n levels and at most q states in each level, the size of a public
key in the construction is a constant number of group elements and the size of
a secret key is O(nq2) group elements.

In order to prove theorem 1 we state two lemmas and give their proofs.

Lemma 2. The threshold `−BDHE Assumption is generically secure.

Proof. Using the terminology of Boneh et. al [1], our assumption is a (P,Q, f)
Diffie-Hellman problem where P is a set of polynomials which includes all the
given exponents in the bilinear group G, Q is a set of polynomials which includes
all the given exponents in the target group GT (= 1 in our case) and f =
a`
∗+1(b1 + b′)s. Let df denote the total degree of f , dP = {max df |f ∈ P} and

dQ = {max df |f ∈ Q}.

Corollary 1 ([1]). Let P,Q ∈ Fp[X1, . . . , Xn]
s

and f ∈ Fp[X1, . . . , Xn]. Write
P = (p1, . . . , ps), Q = (q1, . . . , qs) and p1 = q1 = 1. If f is independent 1 of
(P,Q) and d = max{2dP , df , dQ} then any adversary A that has advantage 1/2
in solving the decision (P,Q, f)-Diffie-Hellman problem in a generic bilinear
group G must take time at least Ω(

√
p/d− s).

Thus, in order to prove the threshold `−BDHE Assumption is generically
secure we need to show that f is independent of (P,Q) and d is low.

In order to show independence of f from (P,Q) we note that f consists of a
sum of two monomials s.t. each one differs in its b value. For f to be dependent
on (P,Q) there must be a way construct both of these monomials by multiplying
pairs of exponents in P . While it is indeed possible to find such pairs for the
monomial a`

∗+1b′s, it is impossible to find such pairs for the monomial a`
∗+1b1s.

The exponents which contain the variable s in P are:

∀i∈[0,2`+1],i6=`+1,e∈[0,`+1] a
is, aib1s/ce

∀i∈[0,2`+1],e∈[0,`+1] a
ib′s/ce

Terms with b′ in the exponent cannot be used in order to produce a`
∗+1b1s since

it never appears inverted in the assumption. In order to use exponents from
the form ais to construct a`

∗+1b1s we need a term of the form axb1 such that
x+ i = `+ 1 where i 6= `+ 1. In order to use exponents of the form aib1s/ce to
construct a`

∗+1b1s we need a term of the form ayce such that x+ i = `+1. Since
no such terms exist in the assumption it holds that f is independent of (P,Q).

As for the max degree d = max{2dP , df , dQ}. Polynomials in P contain
inverses of d, co, . . . , c`+1. Stating our assumption in terms of generator g′ where

g = g′d
∏
i∈[0,`+1] ci yields a max degree d linear in `. d being linear in ` Thus, this

and the fact that f is independent of (P,Q) yields that assumption is generically
secure for all ` polynomial in the security parameter.

1 f is independent of (P,Q) if there do not exist s2 + s constants {ai,j}si,j=1, {bk}
s
k=1

such that f =
∑s

i,j=1 ai,jpipj +
∑s

k=1 bkqk
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Lemma 3. If the threshold `∗-BDHE assumption holds then no poly-time ad-
versary can selectively break our ECMMA-based encryption system for n MMAs,
each with at most q states, where the challenge string w∗ is of length `∗ and n
and q are polynomial in the security parameter κ.

Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that A is an adversary that has ad-
vantage > 1

poly(κ) in the selective security game against our construction with n

MMAs where κ is the security parameter for the construction. Suppose it chooses
a challenge string w∗ of length `∗. Then we construct an algorithm B that runs
A and simulates the security games as follows.

Init. B takes as input a threshold `∗-BDHE challenge X,T . For each element
which contains the exponent b′ in the assumption, B creates n − 1 elements by
replacing b′ with bj for every j ∈ [2, n] s.t

∑n
j=2 bj = b′ mod p in the following

way: B chooses n − 2 random elements ∀j ∈ [2, n − 1] uj ∈ Zp and sets un
s.t
∑n
j=2 uj ≡ 1 mod p. Then B implicitly sets ∀j ∈ [2, n] bj = ujb

′ mod p by

replacing each element of the form Φ = φb in the assumption with the elements
Φb2 , . . . , Φbn .

The attacker, A, declares a challenge string w∗ of length `∗. Let w∗(e) denote
the e-th symbol of w∗. In addition, we define w∗(`∗+1) = w∗(0) = ⊥ for a special
symbol ⊥ /∈ Σ.

Setup. B first chooses random exponents ∀j ∈ [1, n]vzj , vstartj , vendj ∈ Zp. B
chooses vHj ∈ Zp for j ∈ [2, n] and vσ ∈ Zp for every σ ∈ Σ. These values are
used to ensure that some of the elements that B creates are distributed uniformly
at random in their domains, as the adversary expects. The elements of the public
parameters are chosen as follows:

e(g, g)α = e(ga, gb), g = g,∀j ∈ [1, n] zj = gvzjgabj/d

Thus, implicitly setting α = ab. Next it sets:

∀j ∈ [1, n] hstartj = gvstartj
∏

e∈[1,`∗]

g−a
ebj/ce , hendj = gvendj

∏
e∈[2,`∗+1]

g−a
ebj/ce

∀σ∈Σ hσ = gvσg−b1/d
∏

e∈[0,`∗+1]s.t.
w∗(e) 6=σ

g−a
`∗+1−eb1/c`∗+1−e

Finally it sets:

∀j ∈ [2, n] Hj = gvHjg−bj/d
∏

e∈[0,`∗+1]

g−a
`∗+1−ebj/c`∗+1−e

We make several observations. B embeds its knowledge of w∗ into the public
parameters (hσ values) in order to simulate the challenge ciphertext while main-
taining the ability to generate keys. Hj values differ from the hσ values in that

they have the term g−a
`∗+1−ebj/c`∗+1−e for all possible e values regardless of w∗
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and in contrast with hσ. We can think of Hj values as ”wild-card” characters
that can be used as any characters for input to the MMAs A2, . . . , An. In order
to make sure all the terms are well distributed we use the ′v′ exponents.

Key Generation. B simulates private key construction when it receives a re-
quest for a private key associated with ECMMA ECA = (A1, . . . , An). We start
by showing how Dxj values are implicitly assigned. The challenge string w∗ is

the input for the first MMA, A1. We use the notation w∗(i) to denote the last
i symbols of w∗ and A(k)j

to denote (Qj , Σ, Tj , qkj , Fj), i.e. A(k)j
is the same

MMA as Aj except that the start state is changed to qkj . For each qkj ∈ Qj we
create a set S(k)j

of indices i ∈ [0, `∗] where:

1. If j = 1 then i ∈ S(k)1
iff Accept(A(k)1

, w∗(i)).
2. Else (j ∈ [2, n]) then i ∈ S(k)j

iff there exists any sequence of `∗ + 1 − i
characters, stri ∈ Σ`∗+1−i, s.t Accept(A(k)j

, stri).

B implicitly assigns for every j = 1, . . . , n and every xj ∈ Qj the value:

Dxj =
∏

i∈S(x)j

ga
i+1bj

We make several observations. Calculating S(k)j
is done in polynomial time.

For the case where j = 1 it is done simply by executing the first MMA on
the last i symbols of w∗. For j ∈ [2, n] we can define a direct acyclic graph
(DAG) with |Qj | × (`∗ + 1) nodes. The graph consists of `∗ + 1 levels indexed
by i ∈ [0, `∗] with |Qj | nodes in each level. In the first level, we choose all nodes
corresponding to Dxj ∈ Fj and add the index i = 0 to S(x)j

. Then, for i from 1

to `∗ we iteratively choose all nodes corresponding to Dxj in the ith level which
there exists a transition in Tj from Dxj to one of the MMA states corresponding

to a chosen node in the i− 1th level and add i to the corresponding S(x)j
.

B cannot compute these DKj values using the terms given in the assump-
tion. It constructs the key components to be consistent with these values where
uncomputable values will be canceled when creating the components.

The term ga
`∗+1−ib1 appears in Dk1 if it is possible to reach an accepting

final state of the first MMA using the last `∗− i symbols of w∗ starting at state

qk1. For any j > 1, the term ga
`∗+1−ibj appears in Dkj if it is possible to reach

an accepting final state of the j-th MMA using any `∗ − i symbols of starting
at state qkj . This observation reflects important points in our proof. During
decryption, for any j ∈ [1, n] upon reaching state Dxj after reading i symbols,
the value e(g,Dxj)

si is calculated. As we will show in the challenge part of the

reduction, we implicitly set si = ais and calculating T = e(g, g)a
`∗+1 ∑n

j=1 bjs is
sufficient for decryption.

For each j, reaching any state Dxj that contains the term ga
`∗+1−ibj after

reading i symbols causes the term e(g, ga
`∗+1−ibj )a

is = e(g, g)a
`∗+1bjs to appear
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ine(g,Dxj)
si . Multiplying all theses values cancels the random masking values

which we add in the construction. The reason we add the masking values in
the construction is that the reduction cannot guarantee that the values that
each MMA outputs will actually be used as the next MMA’s inputs. Thus, it is
possible to reach an accepting final state on all MMAs A2, . . . , An regardless of
w∗.

B creates the key components in the following way: Let T ′j+1 = {tj+1 =
(x′, y′, σ′, ϕ′) ∈ Tj+1|ϕ = σ′}. B chooses random elements Rtj ∈ G for each
transition tj . It begins by setting the start and end key components. It implicitly
sets ∀j ∈ [1, n] rstartj =

∑
i∈S(0)j

ci+1 by:

∀j ∈ [1, n] : Kstart2j = grstartj =
∏

i∈S(0)j

gci+1

∀j ∈ [2, n] : Kstart1j = D0jhstartj
rstartj

= Kstart2
vstartj
j

∏
e∈[1,`∗],i∈S(0)j

e 6=i+1

g−a
ebjci+1/ce

j = 1 : Kstart11 = {D01(hstart1)rstart1Rt1|∀t1 = (x1, y1, σ, ϕ) where x1 = q01}

= {Kstart2
vstart1
1

∏
e∈[1,`∗],i∈S(0)1

e6=i+1

g−a
eb1ci+1/ce ·Rt1|

∀t1 = (x1, y1, σ, ϕ) where x1 = q01}

All the terms of the form ga
i+1bj from D0j are canceled by this assignment.

Next, ∀j ∈ [1, n] for all qxj ∈ Fj it implicitly sets rendx j =
∑
i∈S(x)j

,i6=0 ci+1

and then it sets:

Kendx,2j = grendxj =
∏

i∈S(x)j
,i6=0

gci+1

∀j ∈ [1, n− 1] : Kendx,1j = g−abjDxj(hendj)
rendxj

= (Kendx,2j)
vendj

∏
e∈[2,`∗+1],i∈S(x)j

i6=0,e6=i+1

g−a
ebjci+1/ce

j = n : Kendx,1n = {g−abn ·Dxn(hendn)rendxnRt
−1
1 |∀t1 ∈ T ′n+1

for each tn = (xn, yn, σ, ϕ) where yn = qxn}

= {(Kendx,2n)
vendn

∏
e∈[2,`∗+1],i∈S(x)n

i6=0,e6=i+1

g−a
ebnci+1/ceRt

−1
1 |∀t1 ∈ T ′n+1

for each tn = (xn, yn, σ, ϕ) where yn = qxn}

As before, all the terms of the form ga
i+1bj from Dxj , except for i = 0, are

canceled by this assignment. The term ga
i+1bj for i = 0 must exist in Dxj because
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A(x)j
accepts the empty string at an accepting state. The term is canceled with

g−abj .
Next, B sets the key components for each tj = (x, y, σ, ϕ) ∈ Tj . Recall that

∀j ∈ [1, n] ktj ,2 = grtj The value of Kt1t′ and ktj ,1 depend on j.

j = 1 : kt1,1 = (Dx1)
−1
z1
rt1Rt1

−1

Kt1t′ = {Dy1(hσ)rt1Rt2|∀t2 ∈ T ′2}

∀j ∈ [2, n] : ktj ,1 = (Dxj)
−1
zj
rtj

Ktjt′ = {Dyj(Hj)
rtjRtj

−1Rtj+1|∀tj+1 ∈ T ′j+1}

B cannot produce from the assumption terms of the form ga
i+1bj which might

appear in Dxj and Dyj for any j. Instead, it implicitly sets rtj as a sum of
elements in a way that cancels these terms. In the case of Ktj ,1

j = 1 : Ktj ,1 = (
∏

i∈S(x)j

ga
i+1bj )

−1
(gvzjgabj/d)

rtj
Rt1
−1

∀j ∈ [2, n] : Ktj ,1 = (
∏

i∈S(x)j

ga
i+1bj )

−1
(gvzjgabj/d)

rtj

For each i ∈ S(x)j
B will add aid to the sum rtj . In the case of Ktjt′ For each

i ∈ S(y)j
B will either add aid or ci or both to the sum rtj . This will cancel the

terms since

∀σ∈Σ hσ = gvσg−b1/d
∏

e∈[0,`∗+1]s.t.
w∗(e) 6=σ

g−a
`∗+1−eb1/c`∗+1−e

∀j ∈ [2, n] Hj = gvHjg−bj/d
∏

e∈[0,`∗+1]

g−a
`∗+1−ebj/c`∗+1−e

We note that adding ci will only work if hσ contains the term ga
ib1/ci in the case

of j = 1. It will always work for any j > 1 since all such Hj contains this term.
Assigning values to Ktj ,1,Ktj ,2 and Ktjt′ is determined by rtj . For each tj ,

for i = 1 to `∗+ 1 B defines (ktj ,1,i, ktj ,2,i, ktjt′,i). It then sets for every j ∈ [1, n]
Ktj ,1 =

∏
i∈[0,`∗+1] ktj ,1,i, Ktj ,2 =

∏
i∈[0,`∗+1] ktj ,2,i. The value of ktjt′ depends

on j.

j = 1 : Kt1t′ = {
∏

i∈[0,`∗+1]

kt1t′,i ·Rt2|∀t2 ∈ T ′2}

∀j ∈ [2, n] : Ktjt′ = {
∏

i∈[0,`∗+1]

ktjt′,i ·Rtj
−1 ·Rtj+1|∀tj+1 ∈ T ′j+1}

We observe that for all MMAs except for the first one, ktjt′ has a term of

Rt′j
−1

and that for all MMAs except the last one, ktjt′ has a term of Rt′j+1.
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This observation reflects an important point in the proof. It is not enough for
the decryption algorithm to reach an accepting final state at each MMA. Every
transition in Aj defines a subset of transitions in Aj+1 that are suitable for
successful decryption.

The way B sets (ktj ,1,i, ktj ,2,i, ktjt′,i) depends on the value of j, on whether
i ∈ S(x)j

and whether i ∈ S(y)j
.

j = 1
case 1: i /∈ S(x)1

∧ i− 1 /∈ S(y)1

In this case Dx1 does not contain the term ga
i+1b1 and neither does Dy1 contain

the term ga
ib1 so there are no terms to cancel. B simply sets Kt,1,i1 = Kt,2,i1 =

Kt,3,i1 = 1.
case 2: i ∈ S(x)1

∧ i− 1 ∈ S(y)1

In this case Dx1 contains the term ga
i+1b1 and Dy1 contains the term ga

ib1 . B
sets Kt,2,i1 = ga

id. As we showed previously, this cancels the terms from both
Dx1 and Dy1. B accordingly sets

Kt,1,i1 = (Kt,2,i1)
vz1

Kt,3,i1 = (Kt,2,i1)
vσ ·

∏
e∈[0,`∗+1]s.t.
w∗(e) 6=σ

g−a
`∗+1−e+ib1d/c`∗+1−e

case 3: i /∈ S(x)1
∧ i− 1 ∈ S(y)1

∧ w∗(`∗+1−i) 6= σ

In this case only Dy1 contains the term ga
ib1 . Furthermore, since w∗(`∗+1−i) 6= σ

we know that hσ contains the term ga
ib1/ci . B sets Kt,2,i1 = gci . As we showed

previously, this will cancel the term from Dy1. B accordingly sets

Kt,1,i1 = (Kt,2,i1)
vz1gab1ci/d

Kt,3,i1 = (Kt,2,i1)
vσ · g−b1ci/d ·

∏
e∈[0,`∗+1]s.t.

w∗(e) 6=σ∧e6=`
∗+1−i

g−a
`∗+1−eb1ci/c`∗+1−e

case 4: i ∈ S(x)1
∧ i− 1 /∈ S(y)1

∧ w∗(`∗+1−i) 6= σ

In this case only Dx1 contains the term ga
i+1b1 . Furthermore, since w∗(`∗+1−i) 6=

σ we know that hσ contains the term ga
ib1/ci . As we showed before, setting

Kt,2,i1 = ga
id will cancel this term from Dx1 but will also create the term ga

i+1d

in ktjt′,i. B thus sets Kt,2,i1 = ga
idg−ci This will cancel the terms from Dx1 and

both create and cancel the term ga
i+1d from ktjt′,i. B sets accordingly

Kt,1,i1 = (Kt,2,i1)
vz1g−ab1ci/d

Kt,3,i1 = (Kt,2,i1)
vσ · gb1ci/d ·

∏
e∈[0,`∗+1]s.t.
w∗(e) 6=σ

g−a
`∗+1−e+ib1d/c`∗+1−e

·
∏

e∈[0,`∗+1]s.t.
w∗(e) 6=σ∧e6=`

∗+1−i

g−a
`∗+1−eb1ci/c`∗+1−e
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We note that in both cases 3 and 4, w∗(`∗+1−i) 6= σ since i ∈ S(x)1
or i ∈ S(y)1

but not both, which means that hσ has the term ga
ibj/ci .

j ∈ [2,n]
When j ∈ [2, n] we have three cases (1,2 and 3) which are similar to the previous
cases (1,2 and 4) when j = 1 with the only change being the use of Hj instead
of hσ. We note that the case where i /∈ S(x)j

∧ i − 1 ∈ S(y)j
does not exist for

j > 1.
B then creates SK ′ by running a key randomization algorithm on SK using

the same idea as the key randomization of [19] and returns the randomized key
to A.

Challenge. After A submits two equal length messages m0 and m1, B creates
the challenge in the following way. It implicitly sets si = ais for all i ∈ [0, `∗]
and all the rest follows given the public parameters. First B chooses a random
coin β and sets Cm = mβ · T and w = w∗. It then sets:

Cstart1 = gs, ∀j ∈ [1, n] Cstart2j = (hstartj)
s

= (gs)
vstartj

∏
e∈[1,`∗]

g−a
ebjs/ce

For i ∈ [1, `∗] and j ∈ [2, n]it sets:

Ci,1 = ga
is

Ci,2 = hσ
aisza

i−1s
1 = (ga

is)
vw∗i

(ga
i−1s)

vz1 ·
∏

e∈[0,`∗+1]
s.t.w∗e 6=w∗i

g−a
(`∗+1−e+i)b1s/c`∗+1−e

Ci,3j = (Hj)
ais
zj
ai−1s

= (ga
is)

vHj
(ga

i−1s)
vzj ·

∏
e∈[0,`∗+1]

g−a
(`∗+1−e+i)bjs/c`∗+1−e

We note that z1
si−1 and (hw∗(i))

si produce the term ga
ib1s/d. These terms,

which cannot be taken from the assumption, cancel each other. The same cancel-
lation occurs with zj

si−1 and Hais
j for j ∈ [2, n] which produce the terms ga

ibjs/d

for j ∈ [2, n]. We also note that in order to create Ci,3j , the algorithm B needs the

term g−a
(`∗+1)bjs/c`+1−i from the assumption. Such a term for j ∈ [2, n] appears

in the threshold `∗-BDHE assumption, but does not appear in the Expanded `∗

BDHE assumption which Waters use in [19].
Finally B sets for every j ∈ [1, n],

Cend1 = C`∗,1 = ga
`∗s

Cend2j = (hendj)
a`
∗
s

= (ga
`∗s)

vendj ∏
e∈[2,`∗+1]

g−a
`∗+ebjs/ce

B creates CT ′ by running a ciphertext randomization algorithm on CT us-
ing the same idea as the similar algorithm in [19] and returns CT ′ to A. if
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T = ga
`∗+1 ∑n

j=1 bjs then CT is an encryption of mβ . Otherwise, CT reveals no
information about β.

Guess. If A outputs a guess β′ which is equal to β then B outputs 1 meaning

that T = e(g, g)
a`
∗+1 ∑n

t=1 bjs. Otherwise it outputs 0 meaning that T ∈ GT is a
random group element. Thus, if A has a non negligible advantage > 1

poly(κ) in

the selective security game against our construction with n MMAs then B can
solve the decision threshold `-BDHE problem with a non negligible advantage
> 1

poly(κ) .

The proof of theorem 1 is immediate from lemmas 1, 2, 3 and the construc-
tion.

5 Compact Signature Verification ECMMA

In the standard method of hash then sign, the inputs for a signature verification
algorithm are an arbitrary length word w and a signature sign(H(w)), where H
is a collision-resistant hash function and sign is a digital signature algorithm.
The output is 1 if sign(H(w)) is a valid signature of H(w) and 0 otherwise.
We can use Waters’ scheme to construct an FE scheme for that functionality by
constructing a DFA for the language of pairs (w, sign(w)) of an arbitrary length
word w and a valid signature sign(H(w)). Intuitively, the size of a DFA for this
language cannot be small, otherwise an adversary would be able to find a path
between the start and accepting states and retrieve a valid pair (w, sign(H(w))
in time proportional to the DFA size.

We show an efficient ECMMA that accepts the language w, sign(H(w)),
where H is the discrete-log based hash function proposed by Chaum et al [5] and
sign is the Rabin signature scheme [15]. Our methods readily extend to other
signature schemes that require modular exponentiation such as RSA. In our
construction each MMA computes a modular arithmetic operation. It takes as
input the arguments for the operation and outputs the result of the operation on
the inputs to the next MMA. We use the Montgomery reduction [14] for modular
multiplication and exponentiation. We now show high level construction of an
expanded cascade automaton that verifies signatures and prove the following
theorem:

Theorem 2. Let M be a product of two prime numbers, let H denote the hash
function of [5] over modulus p, p < M and let sign denote the Rabin digital
signature scheme with modulus M . Then, there exists a signature verification
ECMMA of size O(M2) that takes as input an arbitrary length word w and a
signature sign(H(w)) and accepts iff sign(H(w)) is a valid signature of H(w).

In order to prove theorem 2 we construct a signature verification ECMMA
recursively from smaller blocks where each block is an ECMMA. We note that all
inner-blocks share the same Σ. We regard each block as computing a function f ,
e.g. exponentiation or hash, in the sense that given an input x the output of the
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block’s last MMA is f(x). This way we can compute composition of functions.
In order to run loops a function relies on the feedback property of the ECMMA.
Our definition of ECMMA permits only one feedback, from the last MMA to
the first one. Thus, if a function computed by an inner-block needs a feedback,
it cannot do it directly. Instead, the output from that inner-block propagates
through all following blocks until it reaches the last MMA of the last inner-
block. Then it is feedbacked to the first inner-block from which it propagates to
the appropriate inner-block. In order to support propagation of feedbacks to the
appropriate inner-blocks, for each function fi computed by an inner-block that
needs a feedback, we add a symbol [i 6∈ Σ and use Σ′ = Σ × {[i}, for all such
fi, as our alphabet. Transitions from MMAs not corresponding to the current
loop, simply propagate input symbol to output symbol. We do it for each level
of nesting in our loops. The size of the final alphabet we use is polynomial in
|Σ|. We show now the main building blocks.

5.1 Montgomery Multiplication ECMMA

Our main building block is an ECMMA which computes a Montgomery multi-
plication [14]. Let M be a positive integer and let R and T be integers such that
R > m, gcd(M,R) = 1 and 0 ≤ T < MR. A Montgomery reduction of T modulo
M with respect to R is a method to compute TR−1 mod M . If M is presented as
a base b integer of length len, then a typical choice for R is blen. In this case, the
condition that gcd(M,R) = 1 will hold only if gcd(M, b) = 1. In our case, M is
odd and b = 2 so R = blen suffices.Algorithm 1 uses the Montgomery reduction
to compute the Montgomery product of two integers.

Algorithm 1 Montgomery Multiplication. MMUL(X,Y )

INPUT: n-bits integer M , integers X,Y s.t (M > X,Y,M is odd)
OUTPUT: XY 2−n mod M

1: Z = 0
2: for i = 0 to n− 1 do
3: Z = Z +XiY
4: if Z is odd then
5: Z = Z +M
6: end if
7: Z = Z/2
8: end for
9: if Z ≥M then

10: Z = Z −M
11: end if
12: return Z

Our proposed ECMMA for Montgomery Multiplication modulo M (depict
in figure 3) constructed of the following five blocks:
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For loop 
ECMMA 

(Steps 2-8) 

Z>=M 
(step 9) 
MMA 

(Z-M) OR (Z) 
(step 10) 

MMA 

X’, X, Y, Z, M 

Z (Z, 𝑍 ≥? 𝑀) 

Memory 
MMA for M 

X,Y 

Z=XYr mod M 

Repeater 
CMMA for 

Z 

Z||Z 

Fig. 3. MMULT ECMMA

Memory MMA. We don’t pass the modulo, M , as part of the input, instead we
have it hard-coded in the MMA using what we call a Memory MMA. A Memory
MMA has an integer number digits hard-coded in its transition function. Let V
and I be two n bits integers where I = (i0, . . . , in−1) and V = (v0, . . . , vn−1).
A memory MMA for V is an MMA in which I is part of the input and V bits
values defined in the transition function. For every input bit xi of I the MMA
outputs xi, vi, the same bit and the corresponding bit from V , vi. This MMA
depict in figure 4.

i0|i0,v0 

v0 vn-1 end v1 vi 

i1|i1,v1 ii|ii,vi in-1|in-1,vn-1 

Fig. 4. Memory MMA

For loop ECMMA. In this ECMMA, every iteration is calculated by a des-
ignated CMMA which computes steps 3 - 7 of algorithm 1 (as seen in figure 5).
The inputs (and outputs) values of these ECMMAs are the integers X,Y, Z and
M from the Algorithm. Because in each iteration a different xi is addressed, we
use another value, X ′, which initially is equal to X and is used to obtain these
values. Each one of these ECMMA is slightly different.

Each CMMA for steps 3 - 7 (depict in figure 6) is constructed from seven
MMAs. Five MMAs which calculate the basic operations in the loop. These
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𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 3 − 7 
Iteration 0 

CMMA 

𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 3 − 7 
Iteration 1 

CMMA 

𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, 𝑀 

𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 3 − 7 
Iteration i 

CMMA 

𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 3 − 7 
Iteration n-1 

CMMA 

𝑍 

𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, 𝑀 𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, 𝑀 𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, 𝑀 

𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 3 − 7 
Iteration n-2 

CMMA 

𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, 𝑀 

Fig. 5. ”for” loop ECMMA

operations include: multiplying a bit with a n bits number, adding two n bit
numbers, deciding whether a n bit number is odd, conditional adding of two
n bits numbers and dividing n bits number by two. In addition, each one of
these CMMAs has another two MMAs for synchronization purposes: xi saver
and X,Y,M saver.

3-7.pdf

xi saver 

xiY Z+xi Z is odd? Z+M or Z Z/2 

X,Y,M saver 

𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍,𝑀 

𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, 𝑥𝑖, 𝑀 

𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, 𝑥𝑖𝑌,𝑀 𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍,𝑀 

𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍,𝑀 

𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, 𝑜𝑑𝑑? ,𝑀 𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍,𝑀 

𝑋′, 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍,𝑀 

Fig. 6. Steps 3-7 CMMA

At each iteration i of the for loop a different xi is addressed. We use an MMA
we call the xi saver in order to obtain and save these values. The input of xi saver
in the ith iteration is: X ′, X, Y, Z and M where X ′ = (x′0, x

′
1, . . . , x

′
n−1, ε

i), X =
(εi, x0, x1, . . . , xn−1), Y = (εi, y0, y1, . . . , yn−1), Z = (εi, z0, z1, . . . , zn−1),M =
(εi,m0,m1, . . . ,mn−1). The output of xi saver in the ith iteration is: X ′, X, Y, Z,
xi and M where X ′ = (x′0, x

′
1, . . . , x

′
n−1, ε

i), X = (εi, x0, x1, . . . , xn−1), Y =
(εi, y0, y1, . . . , yn−1), Z = (εi, z0, z1, . . . , zn−1), xi = (εi, xni ),M = (εi,m0,m1,
. . . ,mn−1). In the first iteration this MMA has three states: an initial state plus
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two states, one for each possible value of xi. At each next iteration this MMA
is one state bigger. Figure 7 shows the xi saver MMA for the ith iteration.

s x0 

xi=0 

xi=1 

xi-1 

x’0, ε, ε, ε, ε|x′0, ε, ε, ε, ε, ε x’1, ε, ε, ε, ε|x′1, ε, ε, ε, ε, ε 

x′
i, xi, yi, zi, mi|x′i, 0, xi, yi, zi, mi 

x′i, xi, yi, zi, mi|x′i, 1, xi, yi, zi, mi 

Fig. 7. xi saver MMA

In the MMA which divide Z by two the output values of Z bits have one step
delay. In order to achieve synchronization between Z bits values and the values
of X,Y and M we use a MMA we call the X,Y,M saver. The X,Y,M saver
has one initial state plus 8 states for the different combinations of X,Y and M
bits. Its transition function defined as follows: for each input of X ′, X, Y, Z,M
the new state should be the one which matches X,Y and M input bits values
and the output should be the values of X,Y and M bits according to the old
state and the values of X ′ and Z bits from the input. The transition from the
initial state outputs (X ′, ε, ε, ε, ε).

Each one of the remaining 5 MMAs is straightforward implementation of the
basic operations.

Repeater CMMA. This CMMA takes as input an n bits integer Z followed
be n times ε and outputs 2n bits representing the integer concatenated to itself,
Z||Z (the need for such functionality is explained later). The repeater CMMA
is constructed from n similar MMAs (depict in figure 8). The ith MMA (can be
seen in figure 9) is in charge of remembering the ith bit of Z.

Comparison MMA. During the computation of Montgomery Multiplication
there is a comparison between the modulo M and the variable Z (step 9 of
the algorithm). This MMA (can be seen in figure 10) takes as input Z||Z and
outputs Z and whether Z ≥M . In our state machines integers flow from lsb to
msb. Hence, we can only determine the comparison result after processing all
the bits ofZ. For this reason, this MMA first uses the first n input bits (which
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Repeater 
0 

MMA 

Repeater 
n-2 

MMA 

Repeater   
n-1 

MMA 

Repeater 
1 

MMA 

Z◦ԑn Z◦z0ԑ
n-1 Z◦Z 

Repeater  
I 

MMA 

Z◦z0z1ԑ
n-2 Z◦z0..zi◦ԑ

n-(i+1) Z◦z0..zn-2ԑ
1 

Fig. 8. Z repeater ECMMA

Ԑ|Ԑ 

s z0 

zi=0 

zi=1 

zi-1 end 

𝑧0|𝑧0 𝑧1|𝑧1 

𝑧𝑖 = 𝑧𝑖 

𝑧𝑖 = 𝑧𝑖 

Fig. 9. The i MMA of the Z repeater ECMMA

represents Z) to determine the comparison and the following n bits to (which
also represents Z) to output Z and the comparison result.

Using similar techniques we construct an ECMMA for Montgomery modular
exponentiation (Algorithm 2).

5.2 Hash ECMMA

Recall that the hash function of Chaum et al. [5] is defined as follows. Let p, q
be two large primes such that q|p− 1. Let α and β be two random generators of
a sub-group of Z∗p of order q. The value logαβ is not public. The hash function

H : {0, . . . , q− 1}×{0, . . . , q− 1} → Zp\{0} is defined as: H(X1, X2) = αX1βX2

mod p. In order to calculate a hash function of arbitrary length inputs, we use
Chaum’s scheme as the internal block of the Merkle-Damg̊ard construction.

The input to the ECMMA is w = X1, . . . , Xn and the output is the hash
value h(w). Let i be the loop’s iteration’s index. At the first iteration, i =
1, the input (X1) is echoed to the feedback input and the feedback input is
ignored. At the second iteration, i = 2, the ECMMA uses the exponentiation
ECMMA to compute αX1 mod p, feeds this output together with X2 to a second
exponentiation ECMMA to compute βX2 mod p and feeds both results to the
multiplication ECMMA to compute their product. At each iteration i > 2, the
input is Xi, the feedback input is h(h(. . . (h(X1, X2), . . .), Xi−1) and the output
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s 

z0≥m0 

z0<m0 

zi≥mi 

zi<mi 

zn-1≥mn-1 

zn-1<mn-1 

z1(≥m1)|𝜀 

z1(<m1)|𝜀 zi(<mi)|𝜀 

zi(≥mi)|𝜀 zi|1 

zi|0 

Fig. 10. Z ≥M Comparison MMA

Algorithm 2 Montgomery Expontiation. MEXP (X,E)

INPUT: n-bits integer M , integers X,E s.t (M > X,Y,M is odd) and W = 22n

OUTPUT: XE mod M

1: X̃ = MMULT (X,W )
2: A = MMULT (1,W )
3: for i = 0 to n− 1 do
4: if i’th bit of E is 1 then
5: A = MMULT (X̃, A)
6: end if
7: X̃ = MMULT (X̃, X̃)
8: end for
9: A = MMULT (A, 1)

10: return A
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is h(h(. . . (h(X1, X2), . . .), Xi). The final output of the last MMA is the hash
value.
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